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Lesson Plan Subject/Domain:



(Lesson 3 of 10-lesson unit on problem solving) Math/Problem Solving



Topic: Mapping Change Problems



Grade(s): 2-3



Lesson Objective: Students will map information from an addition or subtraction word problem onto the change diagram for 4 of 5 examples. Assessment Method: Students will be given five written word problems to solve independently. Related SC Standard(s) (or IEP Goal): 2-2.8 Generate addition and subtraction strategies to find missing addends and subtrahends in number combinations through 20. 2-1.1 Apply substantive mathematical problem-solving strategies. 2-1.3 Explain and justify answers to simple problems. Procedures (number and clearly indicate opening, body, & close): 1. (opening, review) Begin by displaying a word problem on the overhead (or chart) and reviewing how to locate and underline the important information, cross out the unimportant. Repeat with example 2 and with student assistance. (We’re not using those diagrams yet, we’ll use those later.) (see attached learning sheet) 2. (opening) Today we will use what we learned yesterday to show what is happening in our word problems. This will help us solve problems with missing information later. 3. (review) Distribute word problem list to each group of three students. (see attached list) Ask groups to read their assigned problem together and underline important and cross out unimportant information. Circulate and check. 4. (review) Place the set of word problems on the overhead and ask each group to report their results, marking the copy on the overhead. Ask all students to mark their copies as each problem is demonstrated. 5. (model) Now that we understand the word problem, we are going to map the important information onto a concept map. Watch while I map the first example problem. I am going to ask myself questions about the important information. What was the beginning number? (15) What was the change number? (4) What was the ending number? (19) 6. (model) Please help me while I map the second example. Let’s use the questions I asked myself. 7. (guided practice) Now I want you to use the same word problem your group worked on earlier and map that onto the diagram to the right. I will walk around and see how you’re doing. 8. (guided practice) I want each group to show us their diagram and answer the mapping questions. The other groups should map the other problems as they are demonstrated. 9. (independent practice) I have five new problems for each of you to try on your own. I know you can do these because you each showed me you know the questions to ask and how to fill in the diagrams. When you are finished I will check those. 10. (close) Today we have learned how to take the important information from our word problems and map that onto a change diagram. Tomorrow we will have missing information!



Materials: Learning Sheet “Practice Word Problems” for each student and one overhead version, Independent Practice Sheet. Special Provisions: Students who are not asking the questions as modeled will be provided the questions on a card as a prompt during practice and independent work.



Learning Sheet: Practice Word Problems Example 1: Korey and Cile had 15 crayons on their table. They found 4 more on the floor. Now they have 19 crayons and 2 markers.



Example 2: Amanda rode 5 blocks on her bicycle to the store. Her bicycle has 3 baskets. Then she rode 3 more blocks to a friend’s house. She drove 8 blocks in all.



Group 1: Bus number 10 had 14 riders before the George Street stop. Three more riders got on. Now the bus has 17 riders.



Group 2: Dwan counted 11 beads on her necklace and 3 spacers. Elizabeth gave Dwan 6 of her beads. Now Dwan has 17 beads.



Group 3: Laura Katherine put 3 books into her bookbag. When she visited her locker, she added 2 books and 4 notebooks. She now has 5 books in her bookbag.



Group 4: Michelle and Erica collect sea shells. One day at the beach they found 8 sea shells and 2 pieces of driftwood. The next day they found 10 more sea shells. They now have 18 sea shells.



Independent Practice



Name _____________________________



Underline important information. Cross out unimportant. Map the important numbers onto the change map. 1. You are going through the line in the cafeteria. You pick up 2 salads. Then you pick up 3 vegetables. At the end you pick up 2 pieces of silverware and a napkin. You have 5 food items on your tray.



2. A student has five books in his desk and 3 pencils. He has 2 pencils in his bookbag. He has a total of five pencils.



3. The class acquarium has 5 goldfish and 2 minnows. It also has 3 pieces of coral. The acquarium has 7 fish in all.



4. There were three teachers in the teacher’s workroom. Two more teachers and the principal came in. There are now five teachers in the workroom.



5. In the morning before school it was 60 degrees outside. The windspeed is 15 mph. During the day the temperature went up 15 degrees. Now it is 75 degrees outside.



Questions for Change Problems 1. Can I find and underline important information? 2. Can I cross out unimportant information?



unimportant



3. Can I map the beginning number in the first box? 4. Can I map the ending number in the last box? 5. Can I map the change number in the change box? change



beginning



end



Lesson Plan Subject/Domain:



(Lesson 2 of a 6-lesson unit on polygons.) Math/Geometry



Topic: Attributes of Rectangles



Grade(s): 1-2



Lesson Objective: Students will name the attributes of rectangles and distinguish squares from other rectangles. Assessment Method: Each student will answer five oral questions about rectangles. Related SC Standard(s) (or IEP Goal): 1-4.2 Analyze the two-dimensional shapes circle, square, triangle, and rectangle. 1-4.3 Classify two-dimensional shapes as polygons or nonpolygons. Procedures (number and clearly indicate opening, body, & close): 1. (review) Yesterday we read the book Shape Up!: Fun with Triangles and Other Polygons by David A Adler. Who can tell me examples of polygons we see all around us? Elicit one example from each student. 2. (opening) Today we are going to explore rectangles more. 3. With your parter, I’d like you to check the basket of shapes on your desks. Please take out all the shapes and sort them by the number of sides they have. I want to see a stack with three sides, a stack with four sides, a stack with five sides. 4. Great, now who remembers what we call the shapes with three sides? (triangle) Everyone say triangle. How many sides? (3) Repeat for rectangle and pentagon. 5. (model) Now we’re going to examine the rectangles. Please put the triangles and pentagons back in your baskets. You have some rectangles in front of you. How many sides did we say rectangles have? Yes, four sides. A special type of rectangle is called a square. Everyone say square. Here is a square (show on chart or overhead). A square is a special rectangle. Here is a rectangle that is not a square. How many sides does the square have? (4) 6. (model) What else is alike about the square and other rectangles that aren’t squares (elicit responses to fill in overhead). 7. (model) Now, think. What is different? (elicit responses or point out that the square has equal sides) Use the terms sides, equal sides, corners (vertices for more advanced students), right angle corner (90 degree corners for more advanced students). 8. (model) I’m going to make some rectanges on my overhead geoboard. I want you to watch and tell me if the rectangle is a square or not and why. Do examples: 2 by 4, 3 by 3, 3 by 6, 4 by 4, 2 by 6. 9. (guided practice to mastery) Now it’s your turn. I want to you make rectangles on your geoboards. I will call out the dimensions and you will make the rectangle. Then you will tell me if it is a square or not. (distribute geoboards and four rubber bands to each student at this point). Examples: 4 by 3, 5 by 5, 2 by 2, 2 by 6, untill students are successful with creating rectangles and answering questions about attributes and squares. 10. (closure) Review attributes of rectangles and squares by asking questions for choral responses. I’m going to ask each of you individually to make two rectangles for me and answer some questions. While I am moving around to each student, you can add a square and a rectangle that is not a square to your polygon booklets that we started yesterday. Materials: overhead and student geoboards, overhead for modeling attributes of rectangles, baskets of polygons Special Provisions: If a student has trouble manipulating the rubberbands on the geoboard, use the virtual version on the computer. If students don’t understand the term “right angle corner” use a close but clear term such as a “book corner.” Don’t use the term “square corner.” For students who cannot create their own examples on the geoboard during step 9, prompt them through one example for each type.



Shapes Template (for steps 3 and 4)



Rectangles



Overhead (for step 5)



Squares



Other Rectangles



(Special Rectangles)



Sides



4



4



Corners



4



4



Angles



right angles



right angles



Alike:



all rectangles have the same number of sides and corners and have right angles



Not Alike:



squares have four sides that have the same measurement



What you will write on the overhead is in red.



Question Checklist (step 10, assessment) Student 1 Questions Show me a rectangle on your geoboard.



Is that a square? Why or why not?



Show me one more rectangle (the other type).



Tell me about the sides and angles of that rectangle.



Notes about concept understanding:



Student 2



Student 3



Student 4
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5. (model) Now that we understand the word problem, we are going to map the important information onto a concept map. Watch while I map the first example problem. I am going to ask myself questions about the important information. What was the beginning number? (15) What was the change number? (4) What was the ... 
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In the previous two lessons, learners did all kinds of creative activities around the theme .... texture or technology in a specific way to create a certain mood? 3.
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